**Clean E-ze Disinfectant Wipes Plus**

Use Clean E-ze Disinfectant Wipes Plus in hospitals, medical offices, schools, nursing homes, transportation terminals, health clubs, athletic facilities, airports, nurseries and daycare centers.

Non-Food Contact Sanitizing Use Areas: grocery stores

**DIRECTOR OF USE:**

It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

Do not use as a diaper wipe or for personal cleaning.

This is not a baby wipe.

Do not flush in toilet.

For plastic and painted surfaces, spot test on an inconspicuous area before use. This product will not harm most surfaces: including acrylic, sealed fiberglass and wood. Do not use on unpainted wood. (Note: Recommended for use on natural marble or brass.)

**TO CLEAN AND DEODORIZE:**

Wipe surface; use the flip-open dispensing lid. Do not flush in toilet.

**TO CLEAN AND DISINFECT / VIRUCIDAL* / MOLD AND MILDEW CONTROL:**

Wipe hard, nonporous surfaces with soapy water until surface is visibly wet. Use enough wipes to thoroughly wet surfaces. Keep surfaces visibly wet for 4 minutes. If surfaces are extremely dirty, clean with another wipe before disinfecting. Disinfectant wipes in water. Do not flush in toilet.

Rinse food contact surfaces with clean, potable water after disinfecting. Do not use to disinfect dishes, glassware or utensils.

**FOR USE ON INHABITED OR NON-INHABITED SURFACES:**

For plastic and painted surfaces, spot test on an inconspicuous area before use. (Note: Not recommended for unpainted wood, natural marble or brass.)

This product will not harm most surfaces: including acrylic, sealed fiberglass and wood. Do not use on unpainted wood. (Note: Recommended for use on natural marble or brass.)

**KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN**

CAUTION: Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, or using tobacco or using the toilet. For infants and children:

**HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS**

**FIRST AID**

Wash eyes for 15 minutes. Have the product container or label with you when calling poison control center or doctor for treatment advice. Have the product container or label with you when calling poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL**

Store in original container in areas inaccessible to children. Keep securely closed. Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Discard empty container or trash can in trash.